
FENCE & GARDEN PLIERS 
BY RAPID



KNOWING THE MARKET
We are the fastening specialist 
Rapid started with office staplers more than 80 years ago, and over the years  
the range developed to include a broad range of tools such as staple guns, glue 
guns, riveting pliers, fence pliers and the consumables.

Choosing Rapid means choosing a reliable specialist with proven solutions  
specially adapted for the user. As specialist we consistently outsell and  
outperform all competitors. There are a number of reasons why this is the  
case. We are driven by care for our users and a thirst for innovation. Furthermore, 
the majority of Rapid products, such as our fence pliers, are designed with the 
highest attention to ergonomics and functional design. Our hogrings are available 
in a number of different dimensions and coatings to accommodate any situation 
or requirement – a fact that gives extra piece of mind.

We listen to the users
Our range of fence pliers is the result of listening carefully to the needs of our 
target groups – in this case DIY users who value clever solutions that simplify 
their work. Although the types of work they do might differ, they’re all looking  
for features that make the jobs of any kind easier and faster. We continuously  
develop and produce new solutions, keeping up with the demands and  
requirements of our users.

We present the complete picture
Broadening scope and seeing the full picture is a Rapid trademark. We’re not 
only specialists when it comes to our products; we’re also skilled in the art of 
tailoring solutions that guarantee additional sales. In the store environment, it 
should always be clear that we offer customers not only individual products, but 
also entire fastening systems. Products, packaging and displays are designed to 
attract interest, inform and guide, because when the store visitor is given relevant 
information, the chances for a sale increases.

So many applications
Fencing and gardening applications are used in a variety of projects ranging from 
simple repair of nettings to fairly advanced building and decoration. Not all end-
users are experts, they need to be guided, let’s do that together. We show you 
how in this brochure.



SMALL JOBS & REPAIRS

Rapid provides compact and ergonomic pliers  
that are suitable for smaller jobs.

Even smaller job requires a tool that is  
adapted for repairs, netting fixing,  

decorations or bag closing. 

APPLICATIONS

Fix a bamboo screening on fence Repair an old damaged fence

Attach a protective net around fruit trees



PROTECT YOUR PETS

Fix thinner chain-link mesh fencing or  
netting for animals and agricultural fencings  

like barnyard, birdcages, chicken coop,  
rabbit hutch or sheep park.

Each application requires a specific hog  
ring depending on the wire diameters.

This type of fence is often made with a  
thinner wire. The hog ring Rapid VR16 with a  

closing diameter of 2-8 mm is the best choice.  
To be used with the fence pliers FP216. 

APPLICATIONS

Build a sheep park

Secure little pets from predatorsProtect your trees in the garden



PROTECT & DELIMIT YOUR OUTDOOR SPACES

Fix long areas of medium and heavy duty chain-link mesh on tensile wire, mainly  
for higher protection of residential, professional, publics and sport facilities

Fence pliers can be equipped with a magazine that makes easier and  
faster long lasting jobs. The hog ring Rapid VR22 with a closing diameter of  

5-11 mm is the best choice. To be used with the fence pliers FP222.

APPLICATIONS

Sport facilitiesPublics



FIX YOUNG PLANTS

Guide growing branches, secure your  
flowers or tomato plants without crushing  

stems and allow them for growth.  
The VR38 hog ring wire is flexible and  
expands with the plant while growing.

Perfect also for flower arrangements  
and decorations. 

APPLICATIONS

Arrange

Secure

DecorateGuide



QUICK
Our way of fixing the wire together is two times faster 
than the traditional way of twisting a link of wire.  
Imaging you have to prepare the number of wire pieces 
to be twisted each 50 cm along the tensile wire and 
then twist each piece with a plier. It will take a certain 

time. Rapid fence pliers just need to be loaded with a  
strip of corresponding hog rings, one hand pressure to 
squeeze the trigger and the hog ring is fixed to maintain 
the fence on the tensile wire. Then move towards 50 cm 
far away and repeat again.

EASY
Quick and easy to load.

SAFE
Closed hog rings without risk to harm you, which can be 
the case with a twisted wire. A safe and good result. 

THE FIXING SYSTEM

With a Rapid plier Without a Rapid plier

With a Rapid plier Without a Rapid plier

1. 2.



INGENIOUS SYSTEM

CUT WIRE FUNCTION
For FP20 / FP216 / FP222
Allow to cut the tensile wire at the right length.

LOADING INDICATOR
For FP216/FP222
Indicate the number of hog rings left in the magazine.
A good help to make sure you have enough hog rings 
with you.

INTEGRATED MAGAZINE
For FP216 / FP222 / GP238 
The magazine is integrated together with the plier.  
This gives the advantages of no loose parts and it’s 
always ready to use. 

This system eliminates the problems caused  
by using a loose magazine fixed to the plier  
with a loose nut.

CLOSING PRECISION CONTROL  
- 3 POSITIONS
For GP238 
Allow to control the closing diameter of the hog  
rings (Ø6/11/16 mm) according to the thickness  
of the stem and the support.



High capacity 

50 Pcs

Quickload Carbon Steel High Comfort

High capacity 

50 Pcs

Quickload Carbon Steel High Comfort

Carbon Steel High Comfort

Quickload 

Versatile, great value and easy-to-use – our FP20 fence pliers are 
compatible with VR16 and VR22 hog rings, making them ideal for a number 
of small applications around your property : small repairs, protective netting 
fixing, decoration activities and bag closing. Magazine-free operation, an 
ergonomic soft handle and handle lock for easy storage make these pliers 
an effective, comfortable solution to fix all wire fencing, from lightweight to 
heavy duty chain-link mesh, on tensile wire.

FP20

These reliable, easy-to-use fence pliers are ideal for fixing thinner chain-link 
mesh fencing or netting for animals and agricultural fencing like barnyard, 
bird cages, chicken coop, rabbit huch or sheep parks. A high capacity hog 
ring magazine, ergonomic soft handle and handle lock for easy storage 
optimise performance and comfort. Designed for use with VR16 hog rings 
with a 2-8 mm closing diameter.

FP216

Designed to make garden work easier and more comfortable, these great 
value, reliable pliers are ideal for fixing young plants, securing branches or 
attaching netting. Handy 3-position locking function means that securing 
can be made without damaging the plant while a quick load magazine and 
lock for easy storage enhance user convenience. Designed for use with 
VR38 hog rings.

GP238

For more demanding tasks such as fixing thicker wire netting or chain-
link fencing, these fence pliers are a tough, reliable solution that delivers 
great results. A high capacity heavy-duty hog ring magazine for 50 hog 
rings, ergonomic soft handle and handle lock for easy storage optimize 
performance and comfort. Designed for use with VR22 hog rings with a 
5-11 mm closing diameter.

FP222 VR22

VR22

VR16

VR16

VR38



• Bright hog rings
• Perfect for securing 6-11-16 mm stalks
• Flexible wire, expands with the plant while growing
• Designed for use with GP238 Garden pliers

GARDEN HOG RINGS VR38

PACKAGING AND POINT  
OF SALES MATERIAL

HOG RINGS
Rapid’s high quality hog rings are an effective solution for different
fencing and gardening applications. The hog rings are available in a number 
of different dimensions and coatings to accommodate any situation or 
requirement.

VR22 VR16 VR38

• Galvanized, high quality hog rings
• An effective solution when fastening thickerwire onto fencing mainly for higher protection of  

residential, professional, publics and sports facilities 
• Suitable for use with netting wire 5-11 mm in diameter
• Also available in green, grey and black plastic coated finish, for discreet fixing of colour fencing
• Designed for use with FP20 and FP222 Fence pliers

FENCE HOG RINGS VR22

• Galvanized, high quality hog rings
• An effective solution when fastening thinner wires like pet protections
• Suitable for use with netting wire 2-8 mm in diameter
• Also available in green plastic coated finish, for discreet fixing of colour fencing
• Designed for use with FP20 and FP216 Fence pliers

FENCE HOG RINGS VR16



ASSORTMENT

Fence Pliers
Description Art. No. EAN Code Units

FP222

Clamshell - West 23468100 7313464681009 5

FP216

Clamshell - West 23467900 7313464679006 5

FP20

Clamshell - West 23468000 7313464680002 10

Garden Plier
Description Art. No. EAN Code Units

GP238

Clamshell - West 24311200 7313463112009 5

Fence Hog rings VR22 - Blister
Description Specification Pcs Art. No. EAN Code Units

5-11 mm Galvanised 1100 40108806 3221631088060 5

5-11 mm Green PET coated 1100 40108807 3221631088077 5

5-11 mm Gray PET coated 1100 5001333 4051661031045 5

5-11 mm Galvanised 215 40108801 3221631088015 10

5-11 mm Green PET coated 215 40108802 3221631088022 10

5-11 mm Black PET coated 215 40108804 3221631088046 10

Fence Hog rings VR16 - Blister
Description Specification Pcs Art. No. EAN Code Units

2-8 mm Galvanised 1390 40108799 3221631087995 5

2-8 mm Green PET coated 1390 40108800 3221631088008 5

2-8 mm Galvanised 400 40108796 3221631087964 10

2-8 mm Green PET coated 400 40108797 3221631087971 10

Fence Hog rings VR22 - Box
Description Specification Pcs Art. No. EAN Code Units

5-11 mm Galvanised 1600 40108810 3221631088107 10

5-11 mm Green PET coated 1600 40108811 3221631088114 10

5-11 mm Black PET coated 1600 40017338 3221630173385 10

Fence Hog rings VR16 - Box
Description Specification Pcs Art. No. EAN Code Units

2-8 mm Galvanised 3190 40108808 3221631088084 13

2-8 mm Green PET coated 3190 40108809 3221631088091 13

Garden Hog rings VR38 - Blister
Description Specification Pcs Art. No. EAN Code Units

6-11-16 mm Bright 300 40109236 3221631092364 5
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